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Economies of scale make interface forest man-
agement challenging. Many of the traditional
techniques for vegetative management such as
harvesting timber and pesticide application are
expensive and only become reasonable when
taking advantages of economies of scale afford-
ed by large, contiguous acreages. The tendency
of industrial forestry, just like industrial agri-
culture, is to grow larger, more mechanized,
and more highly capitalized in order to take
advantage of economies of scale. Unfortunately
these practices do not work well in the rapidly
fragmenting interface forest where most forest
landowners live and own land.

Fragmented property ownership and diverse
management objectives present additional
challenges for vegetation management in the
interface. Many ecological systems cross prop-
erty boundaries and require some coordinated
management effort. Likewise, desired forest
products such as water, wildlife, wildfire risk-
reduction, and most amenities require many
more acres and resource conditions than are
typically available on small interface forest
tracts. Thus, to achieve desired forest qualities,
some form of cross-boundary management and
cooperation may be necessary.

One means to motivate coordinated manage-
ment among multiple owners or managers is to
implement the top-down approach of govern-
ment-enforced regulation. An alternative
method is to implement a bottom-up, voluntary
approach of cooperation. In a review of strate-
gies to implement ecosystem management in
the U.S., Sample (1994) concluded that volun-

tary, cooperative strategies were more likely to
succeed in mixed ownership, especially in the
South, where property rights concerns are high.

Multiple property ownerships can make forest management
more challenging, unless owners work together.

Expecting landowners to willingly and actively
engage in cooperative management practices
may contradict the old adage that “good fences
make good neighbors.” This might mean there
are potential obstacles to voluntary strategies
for cooperative management on private lands.
Or perhaps the old adage means that neighbors
prefer clearly defined property boundaries and
hence clearly defined responsibilities; if so,
cooperation among neighbors need not erode
these boundaries nor obscure these responsi-
bilities. Several studies of landowners suggest
that some forms of cooperation are acceptable
(Bliss et al. 1997; Hull, Johnson, and Nespeca
2000; Williams and Ellefson 1997). These and
other studies show that cross-boundary coop-
eration can take many forms, including 

• informally sharing of information, equip-
ment, labor;
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• coordinating of management across
boundaries (e.g., prescribed fire, timber
harvest, hiking trails); 

• protecting privacy buffers and creating
scenic vistas;

• creating wildlife corridors for migration
and cover;

• meeting wildlife habitat needs (water on
one property, cover on another, forage on
another);

• sharing access roads; and

• developing formal business arrangements
that coordinate management, sales, and
profits.

Temptation, Time, and Trust 

There are several factors that determine
whether or not a landowner is interested or
able to participate in a cooperative. Those
interested in organizing a cooperative should
emphasize the incentives that coop member-
ship would provide. The informal coordination
of management activities and management
goals requires temptation, time, and trust.

Forest landowners must be tempted to partici-
pate. That is, they must be made aware that they
can realize more through coordination with
neighbors than they can alone. Landowners
highly value scenery, privacy, wildlife, and
related forest products. Many of these qualities
can be enhanced through cooperation. In addi-
tion, management expenses can be reduced by
coordinating prescribed fire, mechanical oper-
ations, or herbicide treatment across several
properties. 

Forest landowners must be assured that the
time it takes them to make and monitor these
arrangements is minimal, or at least worth the
benefits that result. Lengthy, drawn-out meet-
ings showing little progress quickly lose
landowner interest and participation.

Each forest landowner must have trust that
operations will be conducted in a fashion that
respects property rights, privacy, and goals.
They must trust their neighbors, the profes-
sional offering advice, and the operator work-
ing in their forests. Demonstration projects,
community leaders, and agency support may
help create trust in some but not all instances.

Natural resource professionals are critical to all
three conditions of coordinated land manage-
ment: temptation, time, and trust. They can see
the bigger picture and help make landowners
aware of the benefits of forming cooperatives.
They can help organize a time-efficient
process. And, they can establish credibility,
networks, and demonstration projects that
build trust.

Types of Forest Cooperatives

Landowner associations

Many conservation developments have large
common properties. In other areas, landowners
are required to donate land and/or place deed
restrictions on a certain percentage of their
land. For example, someone may purchase 50
acres and be allowed to build on 20 acres and
keep the other 30 acres undeveloped. Some
conservation developments cluster the site
modifications, keeping larger contiguous lands
to be managed. These lands can provide ameni-
ties and ecological and financial benefits to all
landowners.

“Virtual” or regional cooperatives

The traditional cooperative is composed of
landowners living adjacent or nearly adjacent to
one another. However, a “virtual” cooperative
can have members living within a region that
cooperate in marketing, perhaps certification,
and perhaps also land management. Despite the
distance between properties, this type of coop-
erative makes it possible to create a detailed
inventory of timber and nontimber products on
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member properties around a large region.
Buyers looking for supplies (e.g., specialty
species, burls, pine straw) can contact the
cooperative to see if the resource is owned by
one or more landowners and, if so, place a bid
on it. These cooperatives will rely heavily on
new advances in detailed inventories, informa-
tion processing, and forest products marketing
and processing.

Formal forest cooperatives

Formal forest cooperatives require consider-
able resources to establish and are likely to suc-
ceed only when special social and environmen-
tal conditions are met. Nonetheless, when these
conditions exist, cooperative arrangements
provide a powerful tool for managing interface
forests. Successful cooperatives have a long
track record in Europe, especially Scandinavia.
They are not new to the United States but have
only recently become a tool for forest manage-
ment (Nadeau et al. 2002).

Forest cooperatives may enable proximate
landowners to join together to become incorpo-
rated into a business. Each cooperative is
unique. Each reflects the interests of its mem-
bers, the conditions of its forest resource, the
market and processing opportunities for forest
products, and the concerns and resources of its
surrounding community. 

There are many ways for forest landowners to
buy into a cooperative. One way is for individu-
als with common goals and interests to join by
purchasing a one-time membership. For exam-
ple, members of Wisconsin’s Sustainable Woods
Cooperative invest $100 for their stock plus $2
per acre of forest. In purchasing this member-
ship, the individual agrees to bring some por-
tion of his or her forestland resources to a col-
lective pool. Members may also contribute
other resources such as knowledge, equipment,
and marketing opportunities, but in almost all
cases, forestland is required to become an

invested member of a forest landowner cooper-
ative. Members share benefits and costs in pro-
portion to their invested acreage. 

Successful cooperatives have several key com-
ponents. They usually begin with a steering
committee dedicated to developing a clear and
concise vision for the organization. The steer-
ing committee provides a source of information
and guidance in the initial developmental
stages. Steering committees can search for
interested landowners using a mix of informa-
tion sessions and surveys. A lack of initial
interest or resources will almost certainly hin-
der a cooperative’s progress. At some point suc-
cessful cooperatives will need to decide
whether or not to obtain legal status. Legal sta-
tus allows a cooperative to formally and legally
conduct business as an entity. States differ in
what they require for corporations to become
legal business entities, but typically some for-
mal contract of incorporation must be devel-
oped, approved, and filed with state authorities
before the cooperative engages in business
transactions. In this way, forest cooperatives
are little different from business corporations.
Obtaining legal status may not be necessary if a
cooperative is interested only in providing
informal educational or volunteer service
opportunities. 

Cooperatives must also map out a business
plan. These plans typically include an executive
summary, a brief description of the organiza-
tion and organizational structure, an analysis of
resources and finances, a market analysis, a
discussion of research and development, as
well as a marketing and sales plan. As the idea
for the cooperative firms up, potential mem-
bers will need to be identified and signed up,
finances will have to be secured, and a transfer
of power from the steering committee to a
board of directors will have to take place. A
board of directors is different from a steering
committee. It is a formally elected body with
decision-making authority. It has the legal
responsibility of protecting the cooperative’s
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assets, representing the member’s interests,
planning strategically, communicating with the
membership, and managing personnel. 

Successful cooperatives can have diverse mem-
berships. Many types of landowners can join:
landowners with 20 acres of land as well as
landowners with many hundreds of acres,
landowners with little resource management
experience as well as landowners with natural
resource degrees, landowners who are looking
for alternatives to traditional methods of forest
management as well as landowners rooted in
traditional management, and finally but cer-
tainly not limited to, landowners with a lot of
time to invest as well as landowners with little
time. Most cooperatives allow landowners the
option of cashing out their investments at any
time. Members may vary in their contributions,
but importantly, they all need to agree on the
general mission and vision of the particular
organization they choose to join. The prevailing
goal of most forest cooperatives in the United
States is the promotion and practice of prof-
itable and sustainable forest management.

Benefits of Forest Cooperatives

Forest owner cooperatives provide a wide range
of benefits and services to individual members,
some of which are outlined here.

• Trusted knowledge. Members share
knowledge and experience. Some mem-
bers may be more knowledgeable than
others. Cooperatives provide a credible
option for landowners who want to man-
age their forested land but lack familiarity
with, access to, or trust in the professional
forestry community.

• Increased property access. Right-of-
ways are constructed (or already exist)
through neighboring property allowing for
better coordinated timber harvests and
other management activities.

• Coordinated forest health. Management
activities promoting forest health (e.g.
prescribed fire, stand thinning, herbicide
use, insect control) are carried out among
properties in the cooperative.

• Shared work activities. Members have
access to more reasonably priced equip-
ment, whether through purchase or rental.
With a variety of individual interests,
members also have the flexibility of focus-
ing their time and energy on particular co-
op activities that interest them. 

• Profit. Cooperatives make timber manage-
ment feasible because aggregation of tim-
ber resources increases economies of
scale for equipment and opens access to
markets (Nadeau et al. 2002; Kittredge
2003; Barten et al. 2001). While services
are provided to all members of the coop-
erative, the financial benefits gained are
primarily based on the amount of business
each individual member chooses to do
with the cooperative. 

• Value added. Some cooperatives provide
the coordination of processing and mar-
keting for wood and nontimber forest
products (NTFP), value-added processing,
and access to a growing specialized market
for certified timber products (Groot
2002).

• Community development. Cooperatives,
by their very nature, encourage team work,
fellowship, and trust among members and
the surrounding community. For example,
members of the Cook County Sustainable
Forestry Cooperative in Minnesota hold
fun-filled, educational field days targeted
to members as well as community resi-
dents.

• Political clout. Numbers give cooperatives
political visibility because they translate to
votes and donations. A representative of a
cooperative may get more access to politi-
cal leaders and agency staffers.
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Custom wood flooring is a value added service that cooperatives
can provide.

Forest owner cooperatives also provide a wide
range of benefits and services to local commu-
nities and their surrounding regions. Wood or
nontimber forest products production can go
directly into the local economy in the form of
harvesting, processing, and marketing. As an
example, the first significant timber sale by
Vermont Family Forests, a cooperative formed
in 1995, went to a local college for the construc-
tion of a science building (Barten et al. 2001).
Regions benefit ecologically through watershed
protection, air quality, and biodiversity and
economically through a sustainable wood and
nontimber forest product supply (Nadeau et al.
2002; Kittredge 2003). Additionally, coopera-
tives that actively manage their forests may be
able to reduce fuels and protect communities
from wildfire.

Costs and Reservations of Forest
Cooperatives

There are numerous challenges to the feasibility
and viability of forest cooperatives. Some of the
more important issues concern the presence or
absence of an effective governance, member-
ship and retention, start-up costs (e.g., certifi-
cation costs and equipment), and marketing. 

• Governance. At the very least, a forest
cooperative needs a committed, knowl-
edgeable board, capable of being clear and
succinct about the vision, mission, and
direction of the organization in order to
recruit and maintain members. Lack of

leadership and organization will raise a
red flag for prospective members, dis-
courage current members, or lead to the
dissolution of an existing cooperative.

• Property rights. Cooperatives require that
landowners allow others some amount of
access and influence over their land.
Cooperative members might be required
to forego private business opportunities
regarding their invested forestland for the
good of the cooperative. Not all landown-
ers are comfortable with these constraints.

• Start-up cost.This is perhaps one of the
most important issues. Like any small
business, it can be very expensive to start a
forest cooperative. For example, if an
organization markets itself as certified
sustainable, not only does it have to pay
for the certification, but it must first pay a
forester specializing in that particular cer-
tification to write management plans for
each landowner in the cooperative.
Equipment and expertise are also impor-
tant. Furthermore, if the organization
decides to engage in the value-added
process as a way of increasing profit, it
incurs more costs in order to purchase
additional equipment (e.g., kilns, planers,
packaging, etc.).

• Marketing. Forest cooperatives must mar-
ket their products and, perhaps even more
important, the process used to create their
products. Currently, certified sustainable
wood is found in large hardware chains.
Co-ops must find a way to sell the idea of
“local,” certified sustainable wood even if
it costs a little more. If they cannot sell
their services and products, they are likely
to fail. 

• Lack of time, trust, or temptation. Some
cooperatives fail due to lack of landowner
interest. Management or commercial
activities become too time-consuming or
distrust may arise among the group, 
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making landowners less enthusiastic
about being involved.  There must be
incentive for people to remain involved.

Funding

Although the 2002 Farm Bill acknowledged the
importance of cooperative and community
forestry, special funding to support forest coop-
eratives failed to pass. Many cooperatives never
get off the ground because they cannot find or
do not take an adequate amount of time to find
the funding to support their early endeavors
(Foster, 2002). There are small grants available
through state and federal government and pri-
vate foundations; however, larger investments
usually come after an organization has operated
successfully for a period of time.

Examples of Forest Cooperatives 

The Blue Ridge Forest Landowner
Cooperative 

Conceptualized by Harry Groot, owner of a low-
impact harvesting and millwork business, the
Blue Ridge Forest Landowner Cooperative is in
its very early stages of development. The coop-
erative is actively pursuing Forest Stewardship
Council (FSC) certification, working on a busi-
ness plan focused primarily on value addition,
and becoming legally incorporated. Thus far,
funding has come from small grants (e.g.
Southern States Cooperative, Inc., Appalachian
Forest Resource Center, etc.) and private dona-
tions. Upon incorporation, the cooperative
hopes to have roughly 36 members collectively
holding between 8,000 and 10,000 acres. For
more information, contact: Next Generation
Woods, Inc., 540-639-3077 or 
Co-op@nextgenwoods.com.

Members of the Blue Ridge Forest Cooperative discuss coopera-
tive management options.

The Forest Bank

A program initiated in 1995 by The Nature
Conservancy, the Forest Bank promotes eco-
nomic productivity while ensuring the protec-
tion of biodiversity and ecosystem health on
private forestland. Landowners participating in
the program agree to waive development rights
on some, if not all, of their forestland, and in
return receive an annual dividend based on
their participation. The collection of land is
then managed by the bank. This program, still
in its early stages, has a prototypical example in
southwestern Virginia. For more information,
contact: The Forest Bank, 339 East Ave., Suite
300, Rochester, NY 14604.

National Demonstration Program in
Community Based Forestry

Initiated by the Ford Foundation with support
from the Community Strategies Group of the
Aspen Institute and others, this program pro-
vides technical assistance, support, education,
and market opportunities to minority private
forest landowners. Demonstration communi-
ties exist in South Carolina, administered
through The Penn Center, and Mississippi and
Alabama, administered through the Mandingo
Legacy Forestry Program. 
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Suggested Readings and Contacts

National Woodlands Association (NWA) - Some
state’s chapters, such as New York’s, have
helped organize co-ops. NWA recognizes 20 to
30 landowners that are proximate to one anoth-
er. NWA may recommend they get a similar
forester or forestry advice so that they can get a
better deal on harvested timber. A knowledge-
able and experienced negotiator can usually get
a good deal. www.nationalforestry.net
/nwoa/nwoa.asp

Community Forestry Resource Center (CFRC) -
Developed by the Institute of Agriculture and
Trade Policy, the CFRC is a program that works
to assist in the development and support of for-
est landowner cooperation and FSC certified
products and markets. www.forestrycenter.org

Cooperative Development Services (CDS) - An
organization that has provided valuable guid-
ance for most forest landowner cooperatives in
the United States, whether directly with con-
sulting or indirectly through a landowner start-
up guide called Balancing Ecology and Economics.
The corporation is a private, nonprofit group
specializing in professional business develop-
ment and planning. www.cdsus.coop

Rural Business/Cooperative Development
Service–A service of the United States
Department of Agriculture (USDA), the Rural
Business/Cooperative Development Service
provides support and guidance for the develop-
ment of cooperatives. The USDA has specialists
in most states distributing information and
providing technical assistance and access to
research and funding opportunities for forest
landowner cooperation.
www.rurdev.usda.gov/rbs
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